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From our beginnings over a century ago to the present day, our drive to provide you with the highest quality of financial data and research products remains unchanged. Mergent Online offers a wealth of textual detail, the hallmark of all Mergent products, on descriptions, history, property, subsidiaries, officers and directors, long-term debt and capital stock. Powerful intuitive search capabilities combined with an easy to use interface, access to risk, ratings, credit information and recommendations under one platform, make Mergent Online a perfect resource for your financial and business information research needs.

Mergent Online delivers easy online access to a comprehensive historical financial database.

Use Mergent Online to:

• Research companies across multiple databases
• Create custom report views
• View streamlined web content
• Access US economic time series data
• View a corporate timeline of events from company inception to the present
• Compare executive biographies and compensation data for different companies
• Multiple search tools and options to facilitate even easier information retrieval
• Set individual executive and company alerts to match specific search criteria
• Enhanced executive information, updated daily
• Drag and drop report builder for advanced customization of reports
• Extended coverage of global annual reports, risk ratings and information and corporate bond data
US Company Data
Searchable database with financial details of over 13,000 active public companies listed on the NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ exchanges.

US Company Archive Data
Business descriptions, histories and financial statements for more than 9,500 companies that were acquired, went bankrupt, liquidated or merged out of existence from 1996 onward.

International Company Data
Searchable database of nearly 24,000 non-US active companies. Allowing immediate access to companies representing over 95% of the non-US global market capitalization.

International Company Archive Data
Detailed financial information on 11,000 non-US companies that were acquired, went bankrupt, liquidated or merged from 1995 onward. Data includes company’s final balance sheet, income statement, capital structure, rich textual business descriptions, histories, and information on officers and directors.

Global Company Financials
Standardized company financials based on globally accepted XBRL taxonomies for active companies with transparency from standardized to source documents. Also included are over 25 years of global as reported financial statements.

Fixed Income Data
A wide range of fixed income data, including both issue and issuer-level terms and conditions, with end of day evaluated prices for US taxable bonds, municipal bonds and retail notes.

Mergent Economic Database
US economic time series data collected from primary sources and updated daily. Features content across hundreds of key economic series in daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly frequencies.

SEC and SEDAR Filings
Retrieve US and Canadian filings for over 50,000 companies, histories, and information on officers and directors.

News and Web Content
The FirstRain research engine provides a continually updated data stream of high quality web results that are essential to business research.

Corporate Family Tree
Information on all direct and indirect subsidiaries of a company and the details of the percentage of ownership in each of these; as well as information on the country of incorporation.

Dun & Bradstreet® Private Company Database
Over 34 million private company records are available for both, domestic and international companies. 45,000 North American private company financials.

Annual Reports
Over 300,000 annual reports from globally listed companies, with archived reports for over 10 years.

Executive Profiles
Daily updates on confirmed executives from all US traded companies featuring over 200,000 profiles on current and former executives including executive biographies and compensation information.

Mergent Equity Research Reports
Comprehensive equity research for over 4,000 large and mid-cap US companies from our subsidiary Ford Equity Research.

Industry Reports
In-depth analysis of key industries covering North America, Asia/Pacific, Europe and Latin America by country and region. Each report describes market environment, industry landscape and key market trends.

Ownership Database
Information on the top institutional holders of active US traded companies and the top 25 equity holdings of each institution’s portfolios based on data collected from 13F filings with the SEC.

Global Equity Pricing Data
Up to 35 years of adjusted and unadjusted equity pricing including daily high and low closing prices.

ETF Data
Comprehensive suite of reference and analytics data covering 100% of the US ETF market; over 1,800 ETFs. Fund Level data goes back as far as 2001 and portfolio holding data goes back as far as 2007. Users are able to classify ETFs by geography, asset/sector objective, investment philosophy, and index composition.

Contact us for more information or to receive a free product trial.
Mergent.com
CustomerRelations@Mergent.com
800.342.5647
About Mergent

For over 100 years, Mergent has been a leading provider of business and financial information on public and private companies globally. Mergent is known to be a trusted partner to academic and public libraries, as well as corporate and financial institutions. Today we continue to build on a century of experience by transforming data into knowledge and combining our expertise with the latest technology to create new global data and analytical solutions for our clients. With advanced data collection services, cloud-based applications, desktop analytics and print products, Mergent and its subsidiaries provide solutions from top down economic and demographic information, to detailed equity and debt fundamental analysis. We incorporate value added tools such as quantitative smart beta equity research and tools for portfolio building and measurement. Mergent is a member of the London Stock Exchange Group plc. The Mergent business forms part of LSEG’s Information Services Division, which includes FTSE Russell, a global leader in indexes.

To learn more, visit mergent.com; email customerrelations@mergent.com; or call your Client Service Team office at: +1 800 342 5647